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In this paper the authors analyzed the geologic and vegetation control on deep and
shallow landslides in the scarplands of Southern Germany. Their objective was to
understand geologic conditions and the role forest management might play in helping
slope stability, especially when these slopes face changing vegetation and hydrologic
conditions in a changing climate.

The interplay between vegetation and sub-surface conditions to better understand regional
landslide hazards is a long-studied and important topic of interest. This paper presents
many useful datasets from Northern Bavaria (e.g. ERT data for several large landslides,
root strength from Scots Pine, detailed landslide mapping, and soil strength properties).
However, the paper would greatly improve with a more clearly defined hypotheses and
motivation, which are then justified by the data and the discussion. As written, this is
almost two papers: 1) about rooting strength and controls on recent shallow landsliding,
and 2) about modelling the unique scarpland geology that leds to pervasive large, deep
landslides that are now seemingly stable.

A few major comments:

Abstract – This does not flow well and lacks a clear framing of the authors’ hypotheses.
The abstract mentions many methods but it is not clear how all these methods intersect.

Introduction – The end of the introduction seems to describe the overall motivation
(looking at role of vegetation on low slopes with landslides) that should be made clear
much earlier and returned to throughout. For this section, I suggest shortening the
forestry summary and expanding on the scarpland morphology and differences between
shallow/deep landslides to introduce your hypotheses. With a clear motivation and
hypotheses, the methods can then be justified.



Additionally, the paper would be strengthened by describing the different timescales of
interest (e.g. recent land-use/forestry management and shallow landslides, longer-term
climate shifts possibly leading to reactivation or initiation of deep landslides, timing of
original (now “fossil”) landslides).

Discussion – As written, this section seems to raise more questions than it answers. For
example, why such a focus on tree roots when the landslides analyzed are much much
deeper than the rooting depth? Or, for stability modelling, why not model the geologic and
hydrologic conditions needed for the original failures to test the importance of scarpland
geology (e.g. Perkins et al., 2017)? This section could be strengthened by clearly
describing: what is novel from this study, how low angle hillslopes compare to steep
vegetated hillslopes, and intersection of geology and deep landslides with vegetation and
shallow landslides.

Specific comments:
ABSTRACT

13: does low slope refer to the geologic contact or hillslope angle (likely hillslope, but
confusing after talking about dipping angles)? Does high pore pressure refer to a
measured, modelled, or inferred point?

14: geologic conditions should be hydrologic

18: why is European beech specifically helpful to landslide stability? If making this
recommendation, include results leading to this conclusion.

INTRODUCTION:

24: “sedimentary origin” should be specified as “scarplands”

24-25: jump into very detailed geology and landslide classifications without setting up
overall objectives

36: Using only a depth cutoff is a little misleading, typically shallow=landslide rooted in
soil and deep=landslide rooted in rock.



50: change “therefore” to “and”

63: If this is the motivational framework, introduce early on and include in abstract.
Frame your hypotheses or research questions based on this motivation. For example, in
low slope scarplands do you expect vegetation to have more or less influence than steep
mountains?

METHODS:

125-126: Studies show that significant root strength can persist for up to ~10 years (e.g.
Ammann et al., 2009-Norway Spruce). What is age of trees vs. age of landslides?

127: insert “…selected 15 individual free-standing…”

128: remove “at 15 trees”

182: how was this material collected? Does this include bedrock material? Or just landslide
material?

RESULTS:

119: what do you mean by “follow no expositional pattern”?

DISCUSSION:

352-353: why not try to model this instead? Similar to Perkins et al., 2017

376-377: Why such a focus on trees then? Why not focus on the mechanics of these deep
landslides using stability modeling and ERT results?

378: Where on the landslide? Just deposit/mobile material?



390-395: There are a lot of hypotheses presented here without much to back-up
conclusions. Seems like the more interesting modeling problem if the authors want to
understand the role of scarpland geology

426-427: what are the depths of shallow landslides occurring on these larger landslides?

 FIGURES:

NEW FIG(s): Suggest adding schematic of geology and/or typical slope profile, and photo
of typical soil pit with roots.

FIG 5: missing symbology
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